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I am the illest emcee on this planet. Buy my make.. 19 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP

HOP/RAP: White-Boy Rap Details: Underground hip-hop loyalists know A. Wolf for his unique lyrical

approach and mesmerizing freestyle rants. With the impending release of The "Miseries Company" LP,

word about this groundbreaking rapper will soon start to spread. Bursting with lyrical explosions that delve

into the mind of a talented wordsmith, A. Wolf's 19-track collection features eclectic, warped concepts and

memorable lyrics. Miseries Company will be a breath of fresh air for all Hip Hop listeners, alternative and

hardcore. This album is filled with some of the best Hip Hop production by DUG Infinite who has worked

with artists such as, Masta ACE, Kanye West, Common and Dj Honda to name a few. After experiencing

the creativity and lyrical talent of A. Wolf for the first time, you will ask yourself "Can it get any better then

this?" We have all heard how far the pen can be pushed and how creative Hip Hop can be, especially

with the 2003 release of Outkast's Grammy Award winning album "Speakerbox, The Love Below.

Miseries Company definitely pushes that envelope. A. Wolf delivers everything from hardcore battle rap to

a 50's sound that is sure to attack audiences around the world and of all genres, Rock, Hip Hop and Pop

alike. To put it another way, Miseries Company takes you to a time when Hip Hop's creativity was

un-matched and un-touched by any other art form of music. Back when the first priority was to please the

ear drum of the buyer. At the same time, A. Wolf brings you this sense of commercial appeal in a way that

you haven't heard since music fans were lost in the mind of Jim Morrison in the 60's. During this journey

that Miseries Company brings you on you can almost sense every emotion that A. Wolf was feeling at the

time he wrote each song. From the love he has for Hip Hop to the hatred he has for its recent direction.

This is a powerful album from beginning to end, to say the least. In closing, Here is an album that hides

the optimism, but has plenty of it. This is the album you always crave after the dark times seem to be
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setting in. This is the genius of San Francisco, California's A. Wolf.
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